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ELASTIC CONSOLIDATfON AROUND A LINED 
CIRCULAR TUNNEL 
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ScbooI of Civil and lining Enginee&~g, U~ve~~ty of Sydney, NSW, 2006 Australia 

(Received 16 December 1982; in ret&d form 20 June 1983) 

Abatrs~---The analysis of the interaction between a thin, &Mar, elastic tmmel lining and the 
surrounding saturated, elastic soil has been presented. The loading on the Iining is due to the 
removal of materiai from within the tunnel and the response of the lining is dependent on time 
because of consolidation within the surrounding elastic soil. 

A parametric study has been carried out to investigate the effects of the elastic properties of 
both the lining ;md the soil, the thickness of the lining, and the magnitude of the initial stress state 
in the soil upon the behaviour of the lining. It has been found that typically the m~mum hoop 
thrust in the lining is increased only by about loo/, due to consolidation, but the maximum bending 
moment can be increased by as much as looO/,. 

radius of tunnel 
NOTATION 

coenicient of consolidation 
thickness of tunnel lining 
Young’s modulus of lining material 
= E,/( I - v/q 
Fourier coefficient of hoop force in lining 
shear modulus of soil sketeton 
cocli!cicnt of earth prcssurc at rest = a;,/&, 
Fourier cocfiicient of bending moment in lining 
Fourier intcgcr 
pore water pressure 
Fourier coefficient of pore water pressure 
radial and tangential components of loading on the tunnel lining 
Fourier cocllicicnls of p. q 
radial coordinate 
Fourier cocilicicnt of radial stress on tunnel Ii&g 
Laplace transform variable 
voiumc of port water which Rows across unit area of nil-tunnel interface 
Fourier c~~cients of polar stress ~rn~ne~ts 
time variable 
Fourier cocilicicn~ of shear stress at tunnel-lining interface 
non-dimcnsionu~ time = CI/U~ 
polar components of soil displacement 
Fourier coefficienls of-u,, U, 
polar components of lmmg displacement 
Fourier coefficients of u,, u, 
Fourier coe&cients of the components of displacement of the soil at the tunnel interface 
Fourier coe&ient of pore water pressure at the soil-lining interface 
unit weight of pore water 
Lami constant for soil skeleton 
polar components of total stress 
mean total stress before tunnel cutting = &7* + Us) 
deviator stress before tunnel cutting = 1(u, - a”) 
total vertical stress before tunnel cutting 
total horizontal stress before tunnel cutting 

When a tunnel is driven grout saturated clay, it is nsuaf to place some form of lining 
around the wafb of the cavity. This lining not only provides support for the surrounding 
soil, but aho helps to keep the ground water out of the tunnel opening. In order to design 
these linings as support systems, the geotechnical engineer is called upon to make estimates 
of the loads on the lining and perhaps some predictions of the deflections that can be 
expected. As a first approximation, the soil surrounded the tunnel may be ideal&d as an 
isotropic, linear, elastic continuum and the lining may be assumed to be another (usualy 
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stiffer) elastic material. Opening the tunnel in general will cause the development of excess 
pore pressures throughout the soil. Initially these excess pore pressures will not have time 
to dissipate and the soil will respond as a single phase (undrained) elastic material. 
Subsequently the excess pore pressures will begin to dissipate and the soil will consolidate 
until ultimately all excess pore pressures will have dissipated completely and again the soil 
will respond as a single phase (drained) elastic material. 

In earlier investigations, e.g. Hoeg[l], Carter et al. [2], the soil was considered to behave 
as a single phase elastic material and thus these investigations are only appropriate for the 
short term (undrained) behaviour or the long term (drained) condition. In this paper an 
examination, of the complete time dependent behaviour of a long, deep circular tunnel in 
an elastic saturated soil, is made. It is assumed that the tunnel cavity is lined with a thin 
elastic tube which is in intimate radial contact with the surrounding soil. Solutions are 
presented for the displacements, the hoop force and moment in the lining as well as the 
stresses and pore water pressure at the tunnel-soil interface. The inv~ti~tion is restricted 
to a saturated soil with a purely elastic skeleton; no attempt is made to include the effect 
of creep which will be considered in a subsequent investigation. 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

It will be assumed that the tunnel will be at a depth which is large when compared to 
its nominal radius and thus to sufficient accuracy the in situ stress state can be considered 
to be a uniform vertical stress q, and a uniform horizontal stress Q,,. 

For a circular opening, it proves convenient to express the in situ stress state in terms 
of polar coordinates, see Fig. 1. It follows that the total stresses acting on a circular 
boundary are given by, 

a,, = a,,, + a;l cos 28 (la) 

a,=ar- ad cos 28 (lb) 

a& = -adsin 28 (lc) 

where 

a,,, = i (a0 + a,,) = the mean total stress; 

.!. (a,, - a#) = the deviator stress. Od=2 

It is assumed that initially the interface between the tunnel lining and the surrounding 
soil is circular in cross-section with radius a, and that the lining has an annular 

soturatad olostic Crown 
ground 

Springlino 

Fig. 1. Coordinate description. 
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cross-section with outer radius a and thickness d. It will be assumed that d 4 u so that it 
is permissible to assume that the lining is governed by cylindrical shell theory and so there 
is no need to distinguish between whether a load is applied at r i= u, or at r = II - d. The 
axis of the tunnel is assumed to be horizontal and the tunnel itself is assumed to be long 
so that the probicm is one of plane strain. A typical vertical cross-section is shown in Fig. 
1. Furthermore, it is assumed that the circular cavity is created and the lining installed in 
such a way that the in situ stress state initially is undisturbed. It is only after the lining 
is in piacc that the normal and shear stresses at the inside face of the lining are removed. 
This may be a reasonable model for the case in practice where the lining is jacked 
horizontally into the clay ahead of the excavation face. in any case, this model of the 
ins~iiation process is likely to over-predict the stress acting on the lining and thus, for 
design purposes, can be considered conservative. It will be assumed, as is usually the case, 
that the tunnel lining is relatively impermeable when compared with the soil and thus that 
the porewater pressure boundary condition is 

ap %=Oatr=a. 

The problem under consideration is the time dependent, structural interaction between 
the elastic tube lining and the surrounding, consolidating soil. In order to simplify the 
analysis, the irt situ stress state can be considered as the sum of two parts; that part due 
to the presence of the mean total stress o,,, and the other due to the presence of a deviator 
stress a,,. Thus the rcmovai of the in situ stress state at the tunnel can be considcrcd in 
two parts and the overall effects will be found by the superposition of the individual results. 
The boundary conditions for the component problems are: 

Case 1. Removal of the mean stress 

de,= -a, 

do;,=0 
1 

atr=a (3) 

Cure 2. Removal of the deviator stress 

ap 
Y&= 0. 

,at r =a (4) 

The symbol A is used to represent a change in the appropriate quantity. 
The form of the in situ stress state suggests that the analysis can be made in terms of 

the Fourier components of the field quantities, e.g. at any time the field quantities for each 
case may be written as, 

zd,(r, 0, t) = U(r, f)cos n@ 
u&, 6, t) = V(r, t) sin n8 

p(r, 8, 2) = P(r, t)ixxn8 

trm(r,8,t)=S,(r,t)c0sne 

a,(r,i?,f)==SBB(r,l)cosnO 

a&, 8, t) = S&r, t) sin 880 

(5) 
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where u,,, t? are the radial and circumferential components of displacement of the soil, p 
is Lhc actual port prcssurc and c,,, oW, o, arc the total normal stress and shear stress 
components, and where U, V, P, S,,, S,, S,+ denote the corresponding Fourier coefficients. 
It is clear that n = 0 for Case 1 and n = 2 for Case 2. 

3. ANALYSIS 

It is convenient to begin an analysis of this time dependent, interaction problem by 
considering scparatcly the behaviour of the consolidating soil and the behaviour of the 
elastic lining. Once the governing equations have been developed for each material, then 
tlic inlcritcliotl cffccls may bc invcsligalcd. 

3.1 Consolidation of elastic soil 
The problem of a cylindrical cavity in a saturated elastic medium is defined in Fig. 2. 

Suppose that the field quantities may be expressed in the form of eqns (5). Carter and 
Bookcr[3] have found the general solution of the equations of consolidation for this case. 
It follows from their analysis that the solution which remains bounded as r +oo may be 
expressed in the form: 

u 

v 

rAP 

2G.v 

rdS,, 
2G.r 

rA& 

2G.t 

rA$ 

2G, 

= 

0 K:Wla) 
-n F B’K.0 0 

- n2 
i 0 

p K,(b/a) - BK(Br/a) 

f12K.(B ) 

- (!$J)(f)“-’ -(n + l)(f)” 

n u n-l 

0 4 F 
(n+ 1) p 

0 
“+’ 

-I 

(6) 

where C,, C,, C, are constants to be determined from the boundary conditions, the bar 
denotes a Laplace transform with respect to time, 1, of the appropriate quantity, viz: 

f(s) = 
s 
(9 e-“f(r) dr (7) 

0 

and B is defined by: 

(8) 

where the square root denotes the branch having a positive real part, and 

c = ” (A, + 2G,) (9) 
W 
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Fig. 2. The soil problem. 

with k = permeability of the elastic soil; y W = unit weight of pore fluid; and &, G, = Lame 
parameters of the elastic soil skeleton, In the case of a lined tunnel the behaviour at r = a 
is of interest, At this inner boundary of the soil, it is convenient to define 

X(r) = V(a, I) 

Y(t) = V(a, t) 

Z(t) = P(a, t) 

w = W& 0 

W) = &(a, 0 

(10) 

and finally 

where S(t) denotes the total volume of pore water which has flowed out of a unit area 
of the soil-tunnel interface. Clearly, for an impermeable tunnel (ap/&) = 0 and thus S = 0. 

Upon Laplace transformation this last equation may be written 

For n > I it can be shown that eqns (6) lead to “stiffness” relations for the soil which take 
the form 
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2n 
@22 = (n - l)f12D - 

2q 
D = (n - 1)j2 + 

and 

and &, T,, 2, denote the values of R, T, Z at t = 0 -. For an impermeable tunnel lining 
eqns (12) become 

(13) 

and 

Equations (13) are valid when n > 1 and thus apply to Case 2. The problem of Case 
1, i.e. removal of the in situ mean stress, corresponds to n = 0 and for this special case 
it is a simple matter to show that the behaviour of the soil is independent of time and is 
governed by the equations 

Y=O 

z=z, 
T-O 

s= 0. 

(14) 

3.2 Behaviour of the lining 
Consider now the deformation under conditions of plane strain of the elastic tube, 

shown in Fig. 3. The loading of the tube may be considered to consist of the sum of loads 
having the form 

p=Pcosn9 

q = Q sin ntl (13 

These loads will lead to radial and circumferential deflections of the lining (I+, v,) having 
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P 

Fig. 3. The lining problem. 

the form 

ul= U,cosnfl 

(161 
q = V, sin n8. 

Carter et al. [2] have shown that when n > 1 the tunnel lining has the stiffness relations 

n*(n* - 1) u, - v, 
n 2(n + 1)2 II 1 v,+ v, (17) 

where 

&,E$L W I _!_ 
a* (1 -$)a’ u2’ 

Membrane stiffness of the ring. 

s 
Efd’ Ed3 

B-i-p= = _!_ Pending stiffness of the ring. 
l2(1 - $)u’ a” 

E, = Young’s modulus of the lining material. v, = Poisson’s ratio of the lining material. 
Equations (17) are valid for Case 2 (n = 2) but again Case 1 (n = 0) must be treated as 
a special case and it is found that 

P=SJJ, 

Q=O 

v,=o. 
(18) 

3.3 The intgr~ction problem 
The solution to the interaction problem will depend on the boundary conditions 

assumed at the interface between the soil and the tunnel lining, i.e the conditions at r = a. 
It has been assumed already that the lining will act as an impermeable boundary. For the 
stress and displacement boundary conditions, two important extremes may be identified, 
viz.: 

(a) a perfectly rough interface, implying ~mpatibili~ of radial and circumferential 
displa~men~ across the interface, and 

(b) a perfectly smooth interface, implying zero shear stress at the intetiace together 
with compatibility of the radial displacement. 

In practice, the interface condition will vary somewhere between these two extremes 
since there may be some finite limit to the shear stress which can be developed between 
the soil and the lining. Nevertheless, it is useful to examine the two distinct cksses of 
problem which arise from assuming either of the conditions (a) or (b), 



Case 1, n = 0. For the removal of the in situ mean stress n = 0 and, if the soil and the 
lining are to remain intact, then P = - R. Combining eqns (14) and (18) leads to a solution 
which is indcpcndent of time, viz. 

09) 

T= 0. 

In this case the force induced in the lining is given by 

F= - S,aX. (20) 

There are no bending effects associated with the case n = 0, i.e. the bending moment in 
the lining is everywhere zero 

M = 0. (21) 

Case 2, n = 2. For the removal of the in situ deviator stress n = 2 and, for the case of 
a perfectly rough interface, the displa~ments of the soil and the lining must be the same, 
i.e. there can be no radial separation or ~rcumfe~ntial slip between the SOB and the lining. 
This implies that P = - R and Q = - T. Combining eqns (13) and (17) gives 

(22) 

where 

and all other quantities are defined above. The solution of equations (22) provides the 
Laplace transforms of the displacements of the lining, i.e. 2 and P. The excess pore 
pressure at the interface may be found from qn (13), i.e. 

(23) 

The transforms 2 and p must be inverted to provide the displacement coefficients A’, Y 
at the appropriate time t. The displacement coefficients may then be substituted into eqns 
(17) in order to calculate the stresses acting at the soil-lining interface. Following the 
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analysis of Carter el ul.[2], the hoop force and the bending moment induced in the lining 
are given by 

F = -&a(X+2Y) 
(24) 

M= - S@o2(4X + 2 Y). 

(b) Pc$~tl~~ smooth interface 
Case I, n = 0. For the cast whcrc tt = 0, the solution for a perfectly smooth interface 

is the same as that for a perfectly rough interface and is given by eqns (19)-(21). 
C&e 2, n = 2. For this case there can be no shear transfer between the lining and the 

surrounding soil and for t > 0, only normal stress may he transmitted, i.e. T = Q = 0 and 
P= - R. As a consequence of this, the solution for a smooth lining is given by 

- 2Qd@33 

Again it is necessary to invert the transfo~s of displa~ment and then to use eqns (17) 
to calculate the radial stress transmitted across the interface. The hoop force and bending 
moment can also be obtained from eqns (24). 

4. INVERSION OF TRANSFORMS 

In the previous analysis, solutions were found for the Laplace transforms of the 
quantities of interest, e.g. 2, 9, etc. In order to recover the coefficients X, Y, etc. these 
t~nsfo~s must be inverted. This can be achieved by an appli~tion of the Complex 
Inversion Theorem, i.e. for the general function f(t) the inversion is given by 

where s is a complex variable and C is any contour in the complex piane such that all 
singularities of j’(s) he to the left of C. For the results presented in this paper, the 
integration was performed numeri~ily using the contour and the efficient numerical 
scheme developed by Talbot[4]. 

5. RESULTS 

A limits parametric study has been carried out in order to assess the importance of 
certain parameters upon the time dependence of the behaviour of the tunnel lining. The 
parameters considered were: 

(a) (d/a) = the ratio of the lining thickness to the interface radius, 
(b) @f/G,) = the ratio of the “effective” modulus of the lining material to the shear 

modulus of the soil (note that Ej' = E,/(l - v,~), 
(c) the interface condition, either perfectly rough, or perfectly smooth. 
Only one value of Poisson’s ratio was considered for the elastic soil skeleton, viz. v, = 0. 
ft was noted porously that the ~lution to the overall problem can be found from 
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Fig. 4. CMkient of radial displacement of tunnel lining-~ = 2. 

supposition of two sets of results; one ~o~~onding to n = 0 and the other to n = 2 in 
the Fourier treatment. It was also pointed out that the solution corresponding to n = 0 
was inde~ndent of time and explicit expression for the quantities describing the behaviour 
of the lining are given as eqn (19). Hence, in this section, we need consider only the 
components corresponding to n = 2. The results in this case are functions of time and are 
presented graphically in Figs. 4-19. On each plot the abscissa is a measure of non- 
dimensional time, defined by 

TV=+ w 

where t denotes the time elapsed from the instant of loading. 

(a) E$ct of d/a 
Figures 4-10 show the results of analysis of a tunnel with a perfectly rough interface 

for three different values of the parameter d/u, namely 0 ~~r~sponding to an unlined but 
impermeable tunnel), 0.01 and 0.1. These figures can be regarded as showing the effects 

2.5 

Fig. 5. Cocffident of circumferential displacement of tunnel fining-n = 2. 
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d/a= 0 bnlinud) 

Fig. 6. Coefficient of excess pore pressure at interfaan = 2. 
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T” 

Fig. 7. Coefficient of total radial stress at interface-m = 2. 

1 
=d - 

Rough Intarfoca 

Fig. 8. Coefficient of shear stress at interfaccn = 2. 

of no lining and of two finite thicknesses of lining in tunnels where the lining material and 
the soil have a particular ratio of material stiffness, i.e. Ef/G,= 100. 

Figures 4 and 5 show that, as would be expected, the lining stiffness increases with 
lining thickness. Not only does this reduce the magnitude of the lining displacements at 
any given time, but it also decreases the variation with time of these displacements. Figure 
6 shows the decay of excess pore pressure at the tunnel interface and demonstrates that 
the excess pore pressure at any time depends on the lining thickness; the thicker the lining, 
the smaller is the excess pore pressure. Figures 7 and 8 indicate that greater radial stress 
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Rough Intarlaca 

Fig. 9. Coefficient of hoop force in lining--n = 2. 
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Fig. IO. Coefficient of bending moment in lining--n = 2. 

and shear stress must be carried by the lining if its thickness is increased. In addition, the 
magnitude of these stresses will increase with time, asymptotically approaching finite limits 
which depend on the lining thickness. Figure 9 indicates a similar trend in the hoop force 
which will be induced in the lining as a result of this stress transfer across the interface. 
However, Fig. 10 indicates that within the range 0.01 < d/u < 0.1 the bending moments 
induced in the lining at any time are almost directly proportional to the bending stiffness 
of the lining and hence proportional to the cube of the lining thickness (d’). For the cases 
examined, it was found also that the bending moments increased by a factor of about 2-2.5 
due to consolidation of the elastic soil. 

(b) Eficr of E:/G, 
In this study, only tunnels with d/a = 0.1 and a rough interface were considered. 

Predictions of the behaviour of the lining are shown in Figs. 11-17. A number of values 
of the parameter E:/G, have been investigated covering the range from 0 (unlined or lining 
with no stiffness or perfectly rigid ground) to co (perfectly rigid lining or soil with no 
stiffness). Figures 11-13 show that, in general, as the stiffness of the lining material is 
increased, the magnitudes of the displacements and pore pressures at any time are reduced 
and, furthermore, the variation with time of these quantities is also reduced. Figures 16 
and I7 indicate that stiffer lining materials attract larger hoop forces and bending moments 
and, as consolidation proceeds, the relative variation of these quantities with time is 
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Fig. Il. Coefficient of radial displacement of tunnel lining-a = 2. 
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Fig. 12. Coefficient of circumferential displacement of tunnel lining--n = 2. 
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Fig. 13. Coefficient of eacess pore prcs~urc at interf;ur--n = 2. 
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Fig. 14. Cuefficient of total radial stress at interfacon = 2. 
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Fig. 15. Coefficient of shear stress at interface--n = 2. 
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Fig. 16. Coefficient of hoop thrust in lining--n = 2. 
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Fig. 17. Coefficient of bending moment in lining--n = 2. 
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Fig. 18. Coefficient of radial displacement of tunnel lining-& = 2. 
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Fig. 19. Coefficient of circumferential displacement of tunnel tinin- = 2. 
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smaller for stiffer materials. Figures 14 and I5 show variations of the radial and the shear 
stress at the interface. For all finite values of E:/G, there is some variation in these 
quantities as consolidation occurs. However, the figures also show an interesting trend in 
behaviour with variations in the quantity E,?/G,. This occurs because for thin linings, the 
behaviour cannot be separated independently into different functions of the two parame- 
ters d/a and Ef/G.%. These parameters are linked and, in fact, the response of the lining 
is dcpendcnt on both its relative hoop stiffness, Ej+r/(Gp), and its relative bending stiffness 
E:f3/i2Gp3). This matter is treated in greater detail in an earlier paper on the behaviour 
of lined tunnels in (non-consolidating) elastic ground[2], but the basic effects are evident 
from the nature of the governing equations (see eqns 22). 

(c) Eficr of the inter/ace condition 
The effect of the condition assumed for the interface between the lining and the 

consolidating soil can be seen in Figs. 18 and 19, where results are given for the lining 
displacements. Both sets of results, for a smooth and a rough interface, are for the case 
where d/a = 0.1, Er/G, = 100 and v, = 0. The initial displacements are the same but the 
displacement components generally are larger for the smooth tunnel and the variation as 
consolidation occurs is also greater. 

6. SOLUTION SYNTHESIS-SOME EXAMPLES 

The treatment above has covered separately the two components of the overall problem 
and what is required now is the assembly of these components into a composite solution. 
In order to illustrate this procedure, and also to demonstrate the influence of the in situ 
(initial) stress state, three examples are considered. In each it is assumed that EF/G, = 100, 
v, = 0, d/a = 0.1 and the interface is rough. The examples can be interpreted as three 
tunnels of the same size, lined with the same thickness of the same material, with each 
tunnel passing through the same type of soil. The only difference between each example 
is the magnitude of the initial stress state. Three different values have been selected for 
the earth pressure coefficient & viz. (a) & = 0.5; (b) K, = 1; (c) 4 = 2. Values such as these 
cover a range from normally consolidated clay through to over-consolidated clay. If it is 
assumed that the water table is at the surface and that the ratio of the bulk unit weight 
of the soil to that of water is 2, it is possible to express all stress quantities in terms of 
e,, the initial total overburden pressure. When stresses are expressed in this way, 
a comparison of the results of each example can be made on the basis that each of the 
three tunnels is at the same depth below the surface (because o, is an indicator of the 
depth at which the tunnel is bored). A summary of the three initial stress states is given 
in Table 1. 

The results of syntheses of Case 1 and Case 2 solutions for each of the three examples 
are set out in Figs. 20-26. The variation with 8 of the actual displacements u,, o,, the excess 
pore pressure p, the stresses a,,, a, and the hoop force and bending moment f, m, have 
been shown (0 = 0, $c, x correspond to the invert, spring line and crown of the tunnel, 

Table 1. Initial stresses for example problems 

Quantity 
Example 

b) (4 

K. - al;/o; 0.5 1.0 2.0 

N - O”/O” 0.15 1.0 1.5 

on% 0.875 I.0 1.25 

"d'"" 0.125 0 -0.25 

pcA 0.5 0.5 0.5 
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Fig. 20. Radial displacement of tunnel lining. 
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Fig. 21. Circumferential displacement of tunnel lining. 
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Fig. 22. Excess pore pressure at tunnel interface. 
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Fig. 23. Total radial stress at the interface. 

0 

Fig. 24. Shear stress at the interface. 

respectively). Curves have been plotted which correspond to various values of non- 
dimensional time TV, as indicated. Some general features may be noted. 

(i) The results for & +r; 1 are independent of both time and position around the tunnel. 
(ii) The results for k; = 0.5 (eH < 0,) are “out of phase” with those for & = 2 (o,, > a,) 

by the angle x/2. 
(iii) The maximum values of the various displacements, stresses and lining actions are 

greatest for the case I& = 2, since the soil in this example is initially more hilly stressed 
than in the other examples. 

(iv) The variation of each quantity with 8 is of course sinusoidal and, furthermore, for 
TV > 0 the “nodes” of each curve correspond to 8 = (z/4), (3n/4) or 8 = 0, II 12. Once the 
form of the initial response has been established (i.e. the curve for T, = 0), then at 
subsequent times the curves main~in the same form but, in general, there is an increase 
in the magnitude of the variation from the mean response. 

In particular, it can be noted that for each example the hoop force is everywhere 
compr~ve (see Fig. 25), even though the variation around the tunnel is sinusoidal. The 
average hoop thrust arises because of the mean in situ stress a,,, and variations from the 
mean occur when the in siru deviator stress ad has a finite value, i.e. when the in situ stress 
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Fig. 25. Hoop force induced in the lining. 
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Fig. 26. Bending moment induced in the lining. 

state is not hydrostatic. In contrast to this, the mean stress a,,, induces no bending moment 
in the lining; the bending action in the lining is due entirely to a, (see Fig. 26). The 
sinusoidal variation of the bending moment indicates that between 8 = 0 and x the circular 
beam is in contraflexure. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of the interaction between a thin, circular, elastic tunnel lining and the 
surrounding saturated elastic soil has been presented. The loading on the lining is due to 
the removal of material from within the tunnel (assumed to occur once the lining is in 
place) and the response of the lining is dependent on time because of consolidation within 
the surrounding elastic soil. 

The analysis assumed that the depth of the tunnel is large when compared with its 
nominal radius and it was found convenient to separate the overall problem into two 
components. This allowed separate Fourier treatments for the removal of the mean in situ 
stress and removal of the in situ deviator stress. 

Results of a parametric study were presented and it was noted that, if the initial state 
SS Vol. 20. No. 6-F 
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of stress in the ground was hydrostatic, then the response of the lining was independent 
of time and, conversely, if the deviator stress was non-zero, then there was significant time 
dependence of the behaviour of the lining. 

Some examples were also presented for the synthesis of the complete solution. It was 
found that the response of the lining will depend on the magnitude of the relative hoop 
stiffness and the relative bending stiffness of the lining and upon the initial state of stress 
in the soil. Consolidation of the elastic soil will cause the maximum, total hoop thrust in 
the lining to be increased typically by only about 10% of its initial value, but the maximum 
bending moment can be increased by as much as 100%. 
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